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software platform [15,19,30,40,44,46]. The
changes bring much ris k to the software system
because change propagations may introduce new
bugs, sometimes even fatal errors [28].
Regression testing is the technique to verify the
integrality and correctness of the modified
system. There exist two strategies for selecting
regression
test
cases:
retest-all
and
selective-retest. In most of situations, it is
impossible to retest all the test cases of the
system under test. Therefore, the selective testing
is necessary.
Many techniques have been proposed for
selective regression testing. Yau and Kishimoto
presented a technique based on input partitioning
and cause-effected graphing [52]. Fischer and his
colleagues established a linear programming
model based on four matrices: connectivity,
reachability,
test-case
dependency
(or
cross-reference), and variable set/use, reflecting
various views of the program such as control
flow and test coverage [16]. This model was
further extended to include dataflow information
[20]. Gupta, Harrold and Soffa [17] examined
traditional program slicing [41], while Bates and
Horwits [3] exercised program dependency
graphs, to select regression tests based on
program dataflow and control flow analysis.
Agrawal, Horgan, Krauser and London presented
a set of slicing techniques with the purpose to
determine the test cases on which the new and
the old program may produce different output [2].
Chen and Tsai proposed class, message,
constrained and recursive slicing techniques for
maintaining and understanding C++ programs
based
message,
class
and
declaration
dependencies [11].
Most of the existing regression test selection
techniques are code-based using program slicing

Abstract
Regression testing has been a popular quality
assurance technique. Most regression testing
techniques are based on code or software design.
This paper proposes a scenario-based functional
regression testing, which is based on end-to-end
(E2E) integration test scenarios. The test
scenarios are first represented in a template
model that embodies both test dependency and
traceability. By using test dependency
information, one can obtain a test slicing
algorithm to detect the scenarios that are
affected and thus they are candidates for
regression testing. By using traceability
information, one can find affected components
and their associated test scenarios and test cases
for regression testing. With information of
dependency and traceability, one can use the
ripple effect analysis to identify all affected,
including directly or indirectly, scenarios, and
thus the set of test cases can be selected for
regression testing. This paper also provides
several
alternative
test-case
selection
approaches and a hybrid approach to meet
various requirements and restrictions. A
web-based tool has been developed to support
these regression tasks.

1

Introduction

Software system is subject to changes through
out development, maintenance, and evolution,
due to a variety of reasons such as changed
requirements (both functional and nonfunctional),
update technology, and upgrade hardware or
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[2,17,44], program dependence graphs [3,7], data
flow and control flow analysis [21]. This paper
presents a test scenario-based methodology for
functional regression testing in the context of
End-to-End (E2E) integration testing, which
focuses on the functional correctness of large
integrated system from the end users’ point of
view [45,55].
Section 2 introduces the E2E testing and
presents the test scenario model, including
template
definition,
dependencies,
and
traceability. Section 3 describes the model-based
regression test selection technique supported by
test scenario slicing and characterized ripple
effect analysis. Section 4 briefly outlines the
regression testing support tool. Section 5 draws
conclusion of the paper.

2

thin-threads and conditions, are semi -formal
representations of restructured and refined
software requirements. A thin thread is a
minimum usage scenario of the integrated
system from the end user’s point of view.
Conditions identify the factors that will affect the
execution of the functionality by a thin thread.
Both thin threads and conditions are identified
based on a thorough understanding of the system
under test, including system functionality
(requirements), the connection (static topology)
and interactions (dynamic communication
structure) between subsystems in the integrated
system. Therefore, in addition to functional
requirements, thin threads and conditions also
carry information of software configuration.
A thin-thread serves as a basic test scenario
with input, output and actions specified. By
applying sequencing and structural computations
on basic and/or existing scenarios, one can also
generate complex test scenarios. Test cases are
generated from test scenarios by associating the
input(s) of a test scenario with actual data based
on various test criteria.

Test Scenario Model

This section presents the E2E testing
specification, and describes the test scenario
model from three perspectives: test scenario
specification, the dependencies between test
scenarios, and the traceability to other software
artifacts.

2.1

2.2

Test Scenario Specification

Test scenarios are semi-formal specifications
that sit between descriptive system requirements
and executable test cases. The test scenarios used
in this paper differ from the common sense
scenarios in two ways: (1) they describe detailed
test requirements in terms of data, conditions and
constraints; (2) In addition to normal inputs, they
also capture abnormal inputs and exceptions that
the system should also handle reliably.
Test scenario is described as a template as
shown in Table 1.

End-to-End Testing

E2E testing is focused on the functionality of
the integrated system from the end user’s
viewpoint. It is different from integration testing
which can be performed on any subset of
subsystems. It assumes that both module testing
and integration testing have been performed and
approved, possibly including integration testing
at multiple levels. It is to verify that the
integrated software, include internal subsystems
and external supporting systems, will
collectively support the organizational core
business functions [45].
E2E testing is a life cycle process that is made
up of following procedures [55]:
?? Test planning: specifies the key tasks as well
as the associated schedule and resources;
?? Test design: designs an E2E testing,
including test specifications, test case
generation, risk analysis, usage analysis, and
scheduling tests;
?? Test execution: executes the test cases and
documents the testing results; and
?? Result analysis: analyzes the testing results,
evaluates testing and performs additional
testing if necessary.
E2E testing specifications, defined in

Section
General
Policy
Input/Output

Execution

Conditions
Linkage

Others

Attributes

Representation

ID
Name
Description
Test Strategy
Test Criteria
Input
Expected Output
Modules Involved
Interfaces Involved
Persistent Data
Execution Path
Pre-conditions
Post-conditions
Requirements
Test Scripts
Status
Agents
Schedules
Risks

String Id;
String Na;
String Des;
String TSt;
String TCr;
{{idat},act};
{{odat},deli};
{md };
{inf};
{pd};
{pa};
{pr};
{po};
{req};
{ts};
String St;
{ag};
{sc};
float Ri;

//multi-entry
//multi-entry
//multi-entry
//multi-entry
//multi-entry
// ordered set
//multi-entry
//multi-entry
//multi-entry
//multi-entry
//multi-entry
//multi-entry

Table 1. Template for Test Scenario definition
?? General describes identification of a test
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??
??

??

??

??
??

scenario with ID and Name, as well as a
brief summary of the context and objective
of the test scenario.
In Policy, user defines the testing policy in
terms of test strategy and test criteria.
Attribute Input identifies the set of data to be
exercised, and the action that triggers the
execution. Attribute Expected Output
identifies the expected output data and
execution delivery.
Execution defines the set of software
components that are verified by the test
scenario composed of Modules, Interfaces,
Persistent data storage, and Execution Path
through these components.
Condition
defines
the
preand
post-conditions for a test scenario.
Pre-conditions are those factors that must be
met
before
the
execution,
and
Post-conditions are the expected system
status after the execution.
Linkage involves information for a test
scenario to trace to Requirements and Test
Scripts.
This template also provides other attributes,
which are important for test management:
Status, Agents, Schedules and Risk.

definition and validation rules, is made to these
inputs, all these test scenarios need to be
examined and possibly re-run.
Output Dependence: Similar to input
dependence, test scenarios may also share
common output, either data or messages. If a
change is made to an output, all the test scenarios
that take it as their expected outputs are subject
to change.
Input/Output Dependence: An output of a test
scenario may be an input of another test scenario,
and any change to one of the pair of test
scenarios may affect the other one. Input/Output
dependence is used to capture the data
produce-usage relationships between test
scenarios. It is important when a sequence of test
scenarios is executed in one session to test a
complex usage of the system.
Persistent Data Dependence: In addition to user
input data, test scenarios may be input
dependent, output dependent, or input/output
dependent through persistent data from files or
databases. Any change to the persistent data,
such as definition change, configuration change,
and content change, will affect the test scenarios
that use the data. Persistent data dependence is
used to analyze the use relationships between test
scenarios and persistent data.
Execution Dependence: Execution dependence
captures component and interaction relationships
among the individual execution paths of test
scenarios. Test scenarios may be execution
dependent in three ways: identical paths, covered
paths and crossing paths.
Condition Dependence: Test scenarios may
share
either
the
pre-conditions
or
post-conditions, or both. Test scenarios, which
are involved in pre-condition dependent, may
start from the same system status, triggering
event, and environment setting. While for test
scenarios that are post-condition dependent, their
executions may result in the same system status.
The traceability enables global change impact
analysis among software artifacts In Linkage of
the temple, attribute Requirement records all the
requirements what the test scenario is associated;
attribute Test Script stores all the test cases that
are generated from the test scenario. Test
scenarios are also traced to software elements,
including subsystem components, interfaces and
data, specified in Execution of the template.
In general cases, a requirement can be traced to
multiple test scenarios and a test scenario to
multiple test cases (test scripts). Each test
scenario may cover multiple software
components along its execution path; and each

The number of test scenarios is large. For better
management and understanding, test scenarios
are arranged hierarchically into a tree structure
[45]. Test scenarios that share certain
commonalities can be grouped together. This
grouping can be recursive, that is, a collection of
lower-level scenario groups can be further
grouped into a higher-level group.

2.3

Test Scenario Dependencies and
Traceablity

Dependence analysis provides the foundation
for regression testing and ripple effect analysis.
The following lists the kinds of dependence:
Functional
Dependence:
A
functional
requirement may be tested from various
perspectives, such as normal input, abnormal
input and exception handling, and represented by
a set of test scenarios. Thus functional
dependence identifies how a set of test scenarios
is related to each other with respect to a
functional requirement.
Input Dependence: Input dependence identifies
the common inputs shared by a set of test
scenarios, including input data, actions and
triggering events. If any change, such as data
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software component may be tested by multiple
test scenarios from various aspects.

3

Scenario-Based
Testing

In this research, two perspectives characterize
the REA process:
?? Keep consistence among scenarios, software
components , and requirements, no matter
where the change are initiated. Whenever
there is an inconsistence, modifications and
impact analysis are required.
?? At each iterate of the process, impacts are
identified and validated using test scenario
slicing with various slicing criteria.
The following steps illustrate the characterized
REA process for regression test selection.

Regression

Different to program slicing, which are
performed on source code, test scenario slicing
in ths paper is performed on test scenarios and
enables global change impact analysis based on
dependency and traceability analysis. Using test
scenario slicing level-by-level, Ripple Effect
Analysis technique directs the iterative process of
regression test selection and revalidation.

3.1

1.

Test Scenario Slicing

Definition 1. Slicing Criterion: A slicing
criterion is a 2-tuplet, denoted as |? |?|, meaning
that upon the given attribute ? , slice
corresponding attribute ?.

2.

The attributes in the two fields are identical,
except that when a tester analyzes the
input/output dependence, where the input
attribute and output attribute flip over in the two
fields.

3.
4.

Definition 2. Slice: Given test scenario s, and
slicing criterion |s.? |si .? | (s ? s i ), search
scenario(s) s i that match with the given
scenario’s attribute s. ? .

5.

The results of a scenario slice are a set of
scenario(s), which may full-match, or
semi -match the slicing criterion, dependent on
that the slicing criterion is a simple attribute or a
complex attribute.

3.2

Ripple Effect Analysis

Ripple Effect Analysis (REA) is used to analyze
and eliminate side effects due to changes and to
ensure consistency and integrity after changes
are made to software [27,43,51]. It is an iterative
process of change request, software modification,
impacts identification and validation. It ends
when there are no more ripples.
The notion of ripple effect analysis , originally
studied in the context of software programs, can
be extended to all software artifacts including
specifications, design, and test cases. Also, it can
be extended to different artifacts across different
phases of the software life cycle. In particular,
the REA process is not specific to any particular
programming language or design paradigm.
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Associate a change request, wherever it is
originated from, with a set of test scenarios.
If changes come from requirements and
implementations, a tester can identify the
test scenarios through the traceability
analysis.
Trace each of the test scenarios identified in
step 1 to software components through the
traceability analysis.
Identify and revalidate the affected software
components correspondingly.
Revalidate the test scenarios identified with
respect to inputs, outputs, conditions, test
data and configurations. For each of the test
scenarios that need to be changed, check out
the corresponding test cases.
For each of the test scenarios, determine
slicing criteria based on its changes. Perform
slicing to identify the potentially affected
test scenarios with the criteria. The
following are some policies for determining
slicing criteria:
? ? Slicing with all of the defined slicing
criteria. This is to identify all the
dependent test scenarios.
? ? Slicing with only some slicing criteria.
If an experienced test engineer is sure
that changes on some parts of the test
scenario will not affect the other parts
and will not propagate along certain
directions, he can perform impact
analysis with a subset of slicing criteria.
For example, suppose only the inputs of
a test scenario need to be changed such
as a layout of the interface, the tester
may slice with only input slicing
criterion and backward input/output
slicing criterion.
? ? Slicing by whole set of attribute values.
This is to select all the test scenarios
that are dependent with respect to the
attribute.

? ? Slicing by a subset of values. This is to
select all the test scenarios that are
dependent with respect to some specific
aspects of the attribute.
? ? Hybrid approach. For some test criteria,
the tester may perform slicing by whole
set of attribute value, while for the
others, slicing by a selected subset of
attribute values.
6. If there is any scenario identified in step 5,
go to step 2; otherwise prepare for the
following regression testing. The results of
this process are:
a. A set of modified software components;
b. A set of affected test scenarios; and
c. A set of test cases corresponding to the
affected test scenarios.
A partial example in Figure 1 shows how a
change request is propagated among test
scenarios, and traced to software components
and test cases. The change request is first
mapped to two scenarios s1 and s2. s1 is traced
to software components c1 and c3, and s2 is
traced to c4. c1 and c4 are identified for changes.
Performed scenario slicing with certain slicing
criterion, s3, s4, s5, and s6 are identified as
potentially affected scenarios, and s3, s5 and s6
are validated as candidates to changes where s3
tests c1 and s6 tests c4. Because there is no
change to s4, stop impact analysis on s4; while
s3, s5, and s6 need further to be propagated
using scenario slicing technique. Test cases are
also identified by the traceability analysis from
test scenarios to test cases, such as from s2 to t1
and from s6 to t2.

strategies for selecting and scheduling regression
tests to balance cost and reliability.

?? Risk-Based Strategy: Selects high-risk test
scenarios, which have high probabilities to
fail and/or cause serious consequences in
case of fail, and to exercise them with
high priority.
?? Usage-Based Strategy: Selects highly used
test scenarios as candidates for regression
testing. This strategy has been advocated
in the Cleanroom methodology [14].
?? Random Testing: Selects a sample set of
test scenarios. If the sample size is large
enough, it is possible to achieve
reasonable statistical confidence. This is
the basis for reliability testing and
assurance based testing [44].
?? Time-Wise Strategy: Regression testing
may be performed at different stages of
software development, such as daily build,
weekly build, milestone, and major
release.

4

A web-based tool has been developed to
support the regression testing. The tool has a
three-tier architecture and runs on the J2EE
platform using Enterprise JavaBean (EJB), as
shown in Figure 3.
?? At the backend lie the file/database
servers, the storage of test scenarios model,
change request and regression report ;
?? The middle layer performs the core
functions of test data management, analysis,

Change
Request

c1
s1

c2
c3

s2
s4

c5

s3

c6

s7

and query, such as test scenario definition
management, dependence management,
traceability management, impact analysis,
and report generation;

t1
s6

s5

c4

t2

s8

t4

s11

s9
s10

c7

s12

s13

t3

c8

Software
Components

Affected software component
Unaffected software component
Affected test scenario
Unaffected test scenario
Affected test cases

Test Scenarios

?? The front tier is the presentation layer. It
provides users with various graphical
views of the test data and analysis results.

Test Cases

Change propagation between test scenarios

Trace test scenario to software component

Trace test scenario to test case

Unaffected test cases

Figure 1.
3.3

Tool Support

Change impacts Analysis

Hybrid Regression Testing

Incorporating other testing criteria, this
subsection also provides the following hybrid
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Conclusion

Regression testing on large integrated software
system is hard because the number of test cases
is huge and the change impacts may be widely
spread. For high-level integration regression
testing, the retest-all approach is usually time
and resource consuming.
To counter this challenge, this paper proposes a
test scenario based approach for functional
regression testing. Test scenarios are semi -formal
representations of detailed system requirements,
with test inputs, outputs, and conditions defined.
By using test dependency information, one can
obtain a test slicing algorithm to detect the
scenarios that are affected and thus they are
candidates for regression testing. By using
traceability information, one can find affected
components and their associated test scenarios
and test cases for regression testing. With
information of dependency and traceability, one
can use the ripple effect analysis to identify all
affected, including directly or indirectly,
scenarios, and thus the set of test cases can be
selected for regression testing.
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